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A picture shows a
woman visiting the
Costume Gallery, a
permanent 
exhibition 
highlighting the
clothes dating from
the 18th century,
most of which
belonged to the
Romanov dynasty
that ruled until 1917,
at the Hermitageís
Staraya Derevnya
restoration center in
northern Saint
Petersburg. — AFP 
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From Peter the Great’s doublet to the wed-
ding dress of the last tsar’s wife Alexandra,
Russia’s renowned Hermitage museum has

put on display highlights from its vast and
unique costume archive. A new Costume Gallery
opened this month as a permanent exhibition in
a huge modern building in northern Saint
Petersburg that houses the Hermitage’s conser-
vation and restoration center. A long gallery
with panoramic glass cases features 130 man-
nequins wearing clothes dating from the 18th
century, most of which belonged to the
Romanov dynasty that ruled until the Bolshevik
revolution of 1917. “The costume department
takes up 600 square meters (6,460 square feet).
Behind the mannequins that are on show there
are cupboards and dressers where we keep our
collection of 24,000 pieces,” said Nina
Tarasova, the display’s curator.

“What’s on show is just three percent of our
collection,” she added.  “For example, we have
280 personal items that belonged to Peter the
Great this is the most important collection of
18th-century men’s clothing in the world.”
Ruling in the 17th and 18th centuries, the tsar
who founded Saint Petersburg was extremely
tall for his day at around two meters (6.5 feet)
and was known for his simple tastes.

From peasants to aristocrats 
The exhibition’s focus is on the Romanovs,

from Peter the Great to the last tsar Nicholas II
and his family, who were killed by the Bolsheviks
in 1918 after his abdication. But it also gives a

broader picture of society, from the traditional
clothes worn by peasants in various regions of
Russia to the ball gowns donned by aristocrats
in Saint Petersburg. “Thanks to these items, we
can learn not only about the fashions of the time
but also about what size the Romanov family
members were and even what they were like as
people,” said Tarasova. A ceremonial robe worn
by tsar Alexander I (who ruled from 1777 to
1825), shows that he was tall and slender, while
the plump Alexander III, who ruled from 1845 to

1894 and was reputed to be indifferent to fash-
ion, is represented by a plaid suit. 

A simple green wool doublet, a kind of
padded fitted jacket, worn by Peter the Great,
rubs shoulders with a magnificent blue dress
with silver brocade that Catherine the Great,
who ruled between 1729 and 1792, used to wear
to review the troops. “It took many months to
create some of these dresses,” said Tarasova.
This was particularly true of a white lace dress
decorated with fine embroidery, created for the

wedding of tsar Nicholas II and his wife
Alexandra Fyodorovna in 1894, shortly after he
took the throne. Dressmakers and lacemakers
spent more than six months creating the dress.

‘They look new, trendy’ 
“This is very impressive. Most of all because

all these dresses and items come from the 18th
and 19th centuries, yet they look new and are
even sometimes very trendy,” said one visitor,
Anna Gryaznova, who was photographing

Louis Vuitton suitcases from 1902. To keep the
very fragile clothing in perfect condition, there
is a strict temperature regime of precisely 21
degrees Celsius (around 70 degrees
Fahrenheit) with humidity of 46 percent, and
there are no windows to prevent sun damage.
Also at the Staraya   restoration center, visitors
can view items of furniture and even carriages.
Visitors need to sign up in advance for a guided
tour of the restoration  center, with details on
the Hermitage’s website. — AFP
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‘Downsizing’ star 
Hong Chau shines in

huge role as tiny exile
Film academic Rajendra Roy recently introduced the

star of “Downsizing” with the claim: “This is the
last day in your life when you’ll ask the question,

‘Who is Hong Chau?’” The endorsement ahead of a
recent Los Angeles screening proved astonishingly pre-
scient: within a week, the actress had been nominated
for some of the biggest awards in Hollywood for her role
in Alexander Payne’s satire.   “After you see this movie
you will never ask that question again, because she will
be the brightest star in your universe, as she is for all of
us who have experienced this,” gushed Roy, chief film
curator at New York’s Museum of Modern Art.

If the tribute sounds over-the-top, it is an assess-
ment shared by the film industry and critics alike. Chau,
38, has amassed best supporting actress nominations
for the Screen Actors Guild Awards-seen as the most
reliable predictor of Oscars glory-as well as the Critics
Choice Awards and the prestigious Golden Globes.
Don’t expect elaborate navel-gazing about her method
or motivation, however, because Chau doesn’t see
movie acting as a particularly complicated job. “I never
like to sit and discuss my character, the other character,
our relationship or anything like that,” said the “Big
Little Lies” actress, who was born in a refugee camp in
Thailand.  “I feel like if I did my job and I trust that the
other person has done theirs, you just go on set, play
around with it, chew the scene for a little bit, then we
roll and that’s it.”

Environmental catastrophe 
The “other person” in “Downsizing” is Matt Damon,

who stars alongside the Asian American actress in a
near-future world where scientists have found a way to
literally reduce humanity’s environmental footprint by
shrinking humans to five-inch (12.5-centimetre) ver-
sions of themselves. A combination of ecological and
material motivations for being downsized appeals to
Paul Safranek (Damon), a frustrated but well-meaning
therapist, and his wife Audrey, played by Kristen Wiig.
They sign up for the surgery, but she gets cold feet at
the last minute, leaving Damon to embark alone on his
adventure in the miniaturized world.

Enter Chau, a Vietnamese cleaner who was forcibly
miniaturized after being imprisoned as a dissident in her
homeland and has lost a leg below the knee as a result
of being smuggled into the United States in a television
box. Safranek strikes up a friendship with her, taking
the film in an unexpected romantic direction that allows
Payne to explore the idea of searching for a better life
amid impending environmental catastrophe. — AFP

Bigger than Prague and some say more
beautiful, Budapest’s belle epoque
boulevards, cafes and locals playing

chess in steaming outdoor thermal spas
have long attracted tourists. But for some
locals the city’s tourism sector is booming
too literally. “My walls shake from music at
night, it’s impossible to sleep,” says Dora
Garai, a weary resident of the Hungarian
capital’s inner seventh district, these days
called the “party quarter”.  “In the morning
I often have to clean vomit off my car,” she
says, the flat where she has lived all her life
a beer can’s throw away from a raucous
2,000-capacity all-night bar complex.

The 32-year-old now fronts a residents’
group that has held marches in protest at
the situation, mirroring unease in other
European cities from Barcelona to
Amsterdam. The main attraction for the rev-
elers is that Budapest gives more bang for
your buck, Melanie Kay Smith, a Budapest-
based academic at the Corvinus University,
told AFP. Hundreds of visitors interviewed
for an upcoming report by Smith’s students
said they chose Budapest, within easy reach
on dozens of budget flights daily, for the
“cheap alcohol” and “the party”.  “We get
so much here for so little,” a group of young
Danes told AFP, beaming, on a recent night
out.  Hedonistic thermal bath parties, and
all-night opening hours add to the lure for

thirsty youth, mostly hailing from expensive
northern Europe, and often Brits on stag
nights. Offers on the pissup.com website,
for example, include the “Killer Attila
Warrior Weekend”, or steaks and beers fol-
lowed by a “sensational lesbian show”.

Moving out 
Annual arrivals have almost doubled since

2009 to 3.5 million last year, with Athens the
only large city forecast to grow faster in
2017, according to Euromonitor. Even in
winter the neighborhood is choked with
taxis and rickshaws transporting revelers.
The Corvinus study counted 800 bars and
restaurants, double the number just five
years ago. “Are you ready to party?!” roared
a young Hungarian through a megaphone at
his foreign student pub-crawl group. 

“People can always move out if it both-
ers them,” he shrugged. Some of the esti-
mated 15,000 residents of the area’s com-
pact grid of 19th-century streets, tradition-
ally called the Jewish district after its many
synagogues, have done just that. No official
data exist yet but one in five people of
some 300 residents told Corvinus that they
were “considering moving out” due to
noise, litter and public urination.  “People
used to live here,” reads an ominous bronze
plaque put up near a party hostel in the
heart of the zone.

Despite soaring property prices driven
by investor demand for rental apartments
many live in council accommodation and
cannot sell, said Dora Garai, or, like her,
refuse to budge. “Why should I move out
just because people come here for a few
days to behave how they like,” she said.

Midnight closing? 
Garai’s group, set up in April, now has

over 1,000 members who share experi-
ences on Facebook.  “Last night a drunk
Englishman looking for his Airbnb apart-
ment rang every doorbell in our building,”
one said. Bars should shut by midnight, not
the current 6:00 am, the group demands,
while City Hall should create a party zone
outside the downtown. But midnight closing
would put him out of business, said Abel
Zsendovits, manager of the popular Szimpla

Kert (a grungy “ruin bar” in a formerly
derelict building), dubbed one of the
world’s best pubs by Lonely Planet in 2014.

“Yes, the situation outside is unsustain-
able now,” he admitted. “So bring in fines
for anti-social behavior, more police, street
cleaning and public toilets”.   At weekends
his colleagues don green jackets and try to
calm down street noise, part of a “Night
Mayor” idea launched by an association of
bars. The residents though are unconvinced
that such a business-led initiative will end
their woes.  Nor would a proposed local
referendum on midnight closing that would
likely see low turnout given the outer part
of the district is unaffected by the prob-
lems. Ultimately, Budapest needs to
upgrade from low-budget “laissez-faire”
tourism, says Smith. “Prices will have to go
up somehow”. —AFP

Men walk and dance on the streets of Budapest downtown. — AFP
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Star Wars: The Last Jedi-the latest
episode in the blockbuster space
saga-has raked in more than $450 mil-

lion worldwide since hitting theaters, Disney
said Monday-a major success for the most-
hyped movie of the year. The film directed
by Rian Johnson-which features the late
Carrie Fisher’s final performance as Princess
Leia-took in $220 million in North America,
and another $230.8 million overseas, a
Disney spokesman said. It was the fifth
biggest global box office debut in history,
the company said.

It was also the second biggest opening in
US history and in December-only behind
“Star Wars: The Force Awakens”-the opener
of the saga’s sequel trilogy that took $248
million on its debut weekend. “The Last
Jedi” sees the return of the characters intro-
duced in “The Force Awakens”-with Rey
(Daisy Ridley) looking to Luke Skywalker
(Mark Hamill) to teach her about The Force.
One of the film’s key draws for fans is to find
out the fate of Leia.  Fisher died in
December 2016 at the age of 60, shortly
after wrapping up filming her scenes. In
November, Disney-which acquired

Lucasfilm five years ago-announced plans
for a new “Star Wars” trilogy, the fourth, as
well as a live-action television series. “We
have big ambitions for the Star Wars fran-
chise,” Disney chief executive Robert Iger
said at the time. Johnson, who directed “The
Last Jedi,” will develop the new films. “Star
Wars”-the brain child of George Lucas-has

grown into the most lucrative and influential
movie franchise of all time since the original
film was released in 1977. 

Animated films take second, third place 
In second place at the North American

box office was “Ferdinand,” a computer-ani-
mated comedy about a bull with a big heart
often mistaken for a dangerous beast, which

took $13.4 million on what was also its
debut weekend, according to final industry
figures. Last weekend’s number one “Coco,”
a colorful Pixar movie about Mexico’s Day
of the Dead traditions, dropped down to
third place with $9.9 million, according to
Exhibitor Relations. It has now earned
$150.7 million in North America since its
release four weeks ago.

Feel-good film “Wonder” starring Julia
Roberts, Owen Wilson and Jacob Tremblay-
the story of a determined fifth-grade boy
with a facial deformity who must deal with
bullying-slid to fourth place, taking in $5.2
million. Warner Bros superhero film “Justice
League”-featuring Gal Gadot as Wonder
Woman, Ben Affleck as Batman, Henry Cavill
as Superman and Jason Momoa as
Aquaman, plus Ciaran Hinds as a supervil-
lain-fell to fifth with $4.3 million.
Rounding out the top ten were:
“Daddy’s Home 2” ($3.8 million)
“Thor: Ragnarok” ($3.1 million)
“The Disaster Artist” ($2.7 million)
“Murder On The Orient Express” 
($2.5 million)
“Lady Bird” ($2.1 million) —AFP

‘The Last Jedi’ rakes in $450.8m worldwide in opening

This file photo shows Stormtroopers on the red carpet for the European Premiere of Star Wars:
The Last Jedi at the Royal Albert Hall in London. — AFP

(From left)  Niecy Nash, Laura Dern, Kristen Wiig and Hong
Chau attend the premiere of Paramount Pictures’
“Downsizing” at Regency Village Theatre in Westwood,
California. — AFP


